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1. INTRODUCTION 

Effective evaluation of air pollution 
control strategies requires the use of validated 
and r eliable mathematical models that can relate 
pollutant emissions to atmospheric ai r quality. 
The derivation and use of such models, at least 
for inert and linearly decaying pollut ants such 
as CO and S02, has received a great deal of 
attention. Much less work has been devoted to 
assessing how the model predictions are related 
to actual atmospheric concentrations. The 
objectives of this paper are to formulate the 
concepts of validity and accuracy and to suggest 
and describe some experiments that can be per
formed to assess these features. 

2 . VALIDITY OF THE ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION 
EQUATION 

Validity in the context of this paper 
i s defined as a measur~ of how well the mathe
catical model describes the physics and chemistry 
of the atmosphere . Discrepancies in validity 
arise as a consequence of the need to employ 
physical assumptions in the formulation of the 
~del. Assumptions may be required either 
because of ignorance of the physical processes 
or of the need for economy in the final numerical 
solution . More formally, validity can be defined 
as how c losely the exact solution of the model 
equations corr esponds to the true atmospheric 
concentrations. 

At present , routine solutions are not 
available to the coupled mass, momentum, energy 
and state equations which describe , on an urban 
scale, th~ dynamics of the atmosphere. As a 
result , most conventional atmospheric diffusion 
models are based on a simplified approach that 
uses only the species conservation equation (1). 

Where ci is the conc~ntration of species i, ~ is 
the carrier fluid velocity with components [u,v,w) 
in the three co- ordinate directions, Di is the 
molecular diffusivity of species i in the air, 
Ri is the generation of speci es i due to chemical 
reaction at temperature T among the N species and 
Si the rate of injection of species i into the 
fluid from source emissions. A majo r practical 
difficulty with the solut ion of (1) is that the 
fluid dynamic field s in turbulent flows are 
always unsteady and depend strongly on the finest 
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3. ACCURACY OF THF. ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION 
EQUATION 

Accuracy refers to the extent of 
agreement between the mean concentrations pr e
dicted by (5) in practice and t hose predicted 
by (5) i.f the true values of all input parameters 
in (5) were used. For example , err ors that will 
r educe accuracy can be introduced as a result of 
the fact that u, v, and w used in the so)ution of 
(5) are not the actua) mean velocities. 

details of the initial conditions , details of 
which are never available with sufficient preci
sion. A consequence of the turbulent flow is 
that the velocity and concentration fields are 
both random fun ctions of space and time. 

By decomposing the fluid velocities 
into a mean and fluct uating part, u = u + u ' , 
etc ., where u, v , w represen t ensemble means , 
and applying a similar idea to the concentration 
field, an expression for the ensemble mean ci can 
be derived in the form (2). 

(2) 

Equation (ll_!s rigorously valid for ci . I f the 
variables u'ci· · ·· as well as those arising from 
Ri are known functions of space and time , (2) 
can, in principle , be solved to yield ci. 

The appearance of the terms, u ' c', 
v ' c ' , w' c ' leads to the classical closur e problem 
of turbulence. In o rder to solve this problem 
approximations are made; and they represent the 
first source of invalidity for (2). InK
theory,the simplest closure approximation employed 
in many models of atmospheric diffusion, the eddy 
fluxes are assuoed to be proportional to the 
negative gradient of the concentration field and 
are of the form 

u'c' • 
i -K 

XX dX 

Cl'l!"i 
~ .. -K -

i yy Cly 

(3) 

Higher order closure models will offer 
some improvement over eddy diffusivities but at 
present they arc computationally expensive for 
r out ine use. (Lewellen and Teske, 1975). 

While there has been considerable 
study of the methods for modeling terms of the 
form u'ci, there has been relatively little 
examination of the approximation needed to solve 
(2) when chenical reactions take place . For 
example, if species i decays by a second order 
reaction, I + I !?• then the mean rate ~f 
disappeanm.ce o f ci is given by Ri • kci - kc~2 
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3.1 ANALYSIS OF THE ACCURACY OF ?-10DEL 
PARA?-!ETERS 

An analysis of the effects of approxi
mations and uncer t ainty in model parameters and/or 
boundary conditions can be generally performed in 
two ways . Deterministic methods rely on sensi
tivity and perturbation <Jnalysis of the model 
predictions with respect to small changes in the 
parameters . These methods can determine which 
model variables most jnfluence the predictions 



At prc>sent, mos t models for chemi cal l y r Ntct l v•· pol
lutants employ thli' approximation th:t l Lhe mt:!:tn r01t c· 
of r eaction can be approxi mat Pd by t he rate based 
on the mean concentrat i ons , 

(4) 

This app r oximation has been c villuaLc>d <tnd OJ ne\1 
closure model dt>veloped by Lamb and Shu (l97fl) 
and Shu , et al. (l97n) . 

The result of uslnr. (J) a nd (4) Ln ( 2 ) 
and neglecting molecul ar diffusion is the so
call ed atmosphe ric diffusion equa tion (ADf.) upon 
which most c urren t urban air pollution wodel s f o r 
chemicall y r eacting ai r pollutants are based . 
(See, for exampl e , Reynolds, et al. , (1 973 ); 
MacCracken, et al ., (1975)). 

(5) 

The validity of (5) r e f e r s to how 
closely the predicted mean concentration Ci 
corresponds to the true ensemble mean. Unfortu
na tely, the atmospher e presents only one r eali
zation of the flow at any time , and unless s tation
a rity conditions hold , unambiguous measures of 
the validity of ( 5) in any partic ular flow cannot 
be obtained. Assessment of the validity of the 
ADE is an extremely complex task because of the 
enormous practical difficul ties of obtaining 
measurements in actua l flows . \-lith the advent of 
nume rical turbulence simulations , assessments are 
becoming feasible and will be jmportant areas for 
future investigation . Theoretical forms for eddy 
diffusivities can be examined by comparing results 
predicted by the ADE wi th those with the numerical 
f ield. (Lamb , et a l . , 1975). Table 1 s ummar izes 
sources of invalidity in the ADE. 

3. 

1"'\• u·ue fnA of ttle turb· lo't'!t Uux••· 

~ • ~ • an4 V"'C"; ue ut'kt'IO\n. 

The- aA)Or snu r t'• o f lnval LUty o r 
the ADr. H1kt.•r o rder C"' O•hiA 

.n~el• vlll o H•r l nprt'w-• t o"tl't'r 
~ddy dlffuslvh t c:• t n rt"preHntlar. 
thesf' terD~-

-------- --- -- --
The t'h4'at cal r••c- t.IO!'\ rwch•nls• R1 
1o•• not a cc- ur auly r •flee t the 
a t>t•J~l ch••lst.ry . 

Tur~al.-n t fl u<" tu•t tna c ''" '"'tca J rtoACt l tln 

t •m.t u·e nealrc-ted. 

A •ource o f lnvatldtty fo r rheeh·•l• 
ly r eatt lnK species. Con tinued 
•tudy of l3boratflry r-h toahli"J and 
1 ~ 1 1'el:~tlon t o tnt' at.-ospk1'e 
nf'eded t n atnl•l~• tht• • o urc-r of 

A. s •rondar:,· SOtlfCf' n f tnvalldlty 
a f the AT'If. 1\~rropri .H• c-lo•ur• 
tnad~ l !'l lttJS t bto d!IVf')OJ'It>d. 

ACClJRACY OF THE ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION 
EQUATION 

Accuracy r e fers to the extent of 
agreenent between the mean concentraLions pre
dic t ed by (5 ) in prac t ice and those predicted 
by (5) 1f the true values of a l l inpuL parameter s 
in (5) were used. For example , e rro r s that will 
r educe accuracy c-an be introduced as n resul t of 
the fact that u, v, and w used i n the solution of 
(5) a r c not the actual mean veloci ti es . 
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Table 2 suw.r;ari -es the nn ;or 1>ources o [ inaccuracy 
in appl it·atinnl> involving the· us(• of (5). 

T.tl'olr !. 

The ~11n v,.f,,,lt fiP 'l U, "1 . t.1 ..... .. ln 
the Nulut. ton nf the \l)l ar•• n •r ct .. 
t.rue t-nsc'"'l.bl~t ~JI:\1 (,."'""'''" u, v, 
and "" art' c~nstuort<t"d fr,l"' 4ht' "' • 
a fl nt u~ nuaht>r ..,, Joo~: l ,.ons). 

The auuroe• foftt "'i• l6t't r.., •((in ... , 

l • l nttl"cur•tr. 

Th~ AOP awt t,. ~olv .. d :»n 4 ~rt' 

al :u~ cnn•J~trn~ v tch th't" 'l p.a.rld 
d~t•tl f n th~ vtn~ and 
••fA~ ton r unc- t Io ns. 

Th~rrw looo ""' t. , ., C"' ,J, t' r,.,f,_,. ct-.• 
cru• ••An fr .- d-••·• • "· ~,, " "d v 
, .... .. r ,._,J ,.ul.u .. d tr '* ."'n .1t1'(ttr.Jitf'" 

fh.t ct IN", t,.,J .11 turb• J"'""f' """'")· 
A tot' urrf" f'o( lr!llllC"tii'H ¥ of tht' AIJIL 

A '~•,rr.- o f " ''-:cur u:v. "··t.tf"r <......
f'l.t Jtl nn uf '"""'"1lnn f ac t u r" netdt'd . 

A s nurc • n f lnAC"('Uf'IIIC)'. 8t>tt.Cir 
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f' nl•• l on fl • ld'lll vtl l altnv •••• o t 
n fln .. r rrttt . 

Tabl e 3 illubtrates the inputs needed 
to solve the ADE; and, in each instance, unless 
the actual value of the input is known, the level 
o f error can only be estilllRted . From the stand
point of the effec t s of er r ors on the predictions 
of the ADE, j oint considerations must be given to 
the l e vel of uncertainty and the sensitivity of 
the predicted concentrations to the paraMet e r. 
The distinction betwePn uncertainty and sensitivity 
of a pa rameter has important implications for the 
resour ces allocated to da ta collection . For 
example , a pa rame ter that has a l arp,e uncertainty 
but has little influence in the ADE solution may 
not require extensive e va luat i on . 
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1
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ANALYSIS OF TilE ACCURACY OF NODEL 
PARAHETERS 

An analysis of the effects of approxi
mations and uncertaint)' in model parameters a nd/or 
bo1mdary conditions can be gener a lly performed in 
two ways . Deterministic mc>thods rely on sensi
tivity and perturbat ion analysis of the model 
predict i ons wi th respect t o small changes in the 
parameters . These me thods can deterrdne which 
model variab les most Influence the prc>dicttons 



and consequently the l e vel of a ccuracy required 
for the input parameters . Statistical methods 
are based on determining the statistical proper
ties of t he model predictions with respect to 
the statistical prope rties of the input variable~. 
Because of the complexity of (5), sensitivity 
and perturbation analyses are generally the 
me thods used in evaluating uncertainty and sensi
tivity. 

3.2 NUMERICAL ACCURACY PROBLEMS 

A major area of inaccuracy that must 
be considered is the numerical approximations 
required to solve the mathematical model. Complex 
numerical scheces are required to solve the 
three-dimensional, coupled, non-linear, stiff, 
parabolic partial differential equations that 
may result from the atmospheric diffusion equa
tion. The choice of numerical methods to be used 
in the approximated model are important factors 
that influence the accuracy and economy of the 
solution. In most cases, spatial and temporal 
discretization introduces additional averaging 
and a loss of characterization of subgrid scale 
processes . This problem can be corrected , to 
some extent, by the use of s ubgrid scale models , 
but they must be augmenled by careful analyses 
of the influence of grid size and time step on 
the accuracy of the results. 

A common source of inaccuracy i n 
the solution of (S) is numerical truncation 
errors in the approximation of the advection 
terms . These should be minimized using, for 
example, high order sch emes such as the zero 
average phase error technique of Fromm (1968) or 
the sign preserving SHASTA method of Boris and 
Book (1973). The requirecents for high order 
accuracy must be balanced with computer resource 
requirements. 

The accuracy of numerical schemes 
can, in principle , be evaluated by performing 
numerical experiments with problems of known 
analytic solutions . Tests can be used to assess 
the effects of numerical diffusion and the in
fluence of dispersion on phase errors. Numerical 
dissipation dominates in first order difference 
schemes and tends to reduce the amplitude of con
centration peaks, while in second-order approxi
mations , dispers ion at high wave numbers becomes 
the mos t serious problem. Dispersion i s common 
to all methods but dissipation is absent from 
time-centered schemes. A common test i s the 
Crowley (1968) "col or" problem in which a conical 
distribution of a scalar quantit}·, s , is advected 
by a circular wind field (6). 

~ + u • IJs ~ 0 
<lt 'V 

(6) 

Where u = -(y-y0 )/16 , v = (x-x0 )/16, and x0 , y0 
i s the center of a 32 x 32 grid . This test i s 
severe but representative of steep concentration 
gradi~nts ~hich can occur in practice. Figure 
l(a) , (b) illus trat~s the distribution of s after 
one complete rotation of the wind field. Figure 
l(n) is the flux correcting transport (FCT) scheme 
of Boris and Book (1973) and l(b) Fromm ' s (1968) 
zero averap,e phase error (lAPE) technique . 
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The FCT scheme preserves the sign of positive 
quantities , and the height of the unit cone after 
one r evolution is 0.51 . The Fromm scheme does 
not preserve sign because small dispersive waves 
of amplituc!~ 0 . 03 trail thE· rna in coni'. Diffusion 
has redttc~d the cone height t o 0 . 55. Other 
schemes tested showed pronounced dissipat ion and 
l arge phase errors. 

Special consideration must be given 
t o the character of the chemical terms and their 
numerical properties . Solution of the s tiff 
system of ordinary differential equations that 
often arises , requires the use of Newton iteration 
or variable order methods like DIFSUB (Gear , 1971). 
Stability requirements must be carefully evaluated 
giving attenti on to the disparity of the temporal 
scales of the processes being modeled . 

3.3 

Figure 1. Results of Crowley "color" 
experiment for a . FCT method , and 
b. Fromm's ZAPE . 

CHEMICAL REACTION HECHANIS~! 

Demerjlan (1975 ) has reviewed the 
sources of errors in generalized kinetic mecha
nisms f or pho t ochet:tical smog . A combined 
uncertainty and sensitivity s tudy of the Hecht 
et al. (1974) mechanism has been carried on by 
Dodge and Hecht (197 5). In that study it was 
found that several r~actions we re not needed 
and could be neglected, but Lhey also found that 
12 rate constants shoulrl be more accur.:ttely 
determin ed. It is i mportant to note that the 



above study was not concerned with th~ validity 
of the mechanism but only with the uncertainty 
of the rate cons tants and the sensitivity of thP 
resulting species concentrations to those rate 
constants . 

3.4 METEOROLOGICAL INPUTS 

The specification of the wind fields 
and the vertical boundary of the model are impor
tant factors which influence the accuracy of the 
model predictions. There is a crucial need for 
objective analysis procedures which can be used 
on a routine basis to specify meteorological in
puts to the ADE models. Generation of mass 
consistent wind fields from sparse and inadequate 
measurement data is a difficult problem. Until 
complete planetary boundary layer models can be 
developed and validated, air pollution modeling 
must continue to rely on the use of wind fields 
derived using interpolation and smoothing 
procedures that satisfy the dynamic constraints. 

3.5 SOURCE EMISSIONS 

Source emissions may be characterized 
according to: 

1 . Level of spatial resolution. 
2 . Level of temporal resolution. 
3 . Uncertainty in emission quantity : 

a. Uncertainty in source activity. 
b. Uncertainty in emission factor. 

The level of spatial resolution achievable is 
generally as fine as one desires since the loca
tions of all resources can presumably be speci
fied. (Although traffic count data may not be 
available on a street-by-street bas is). Temporal 
emission rates will fluctuate from day to day . 
For motor vehicles it is safe to employ sinRle 
t emporal distributions for surface str eets and 
freeways derived from the analysis of appropriate 
data . The major problem in properly specifying 
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source emissions is uncertainty in emission 
quantities arising from uncertainties in source 
activities and emission factors. 

Typical levels of uncertainties in 
Lcbile and f!xed source activities (e.g . number 
of vehicle niles travelled and number of units 
of fuel consumed) should be identified . Then , 
the typical uncertainties in emission factors 
(e.g ., g/mi of pollutant emitted per vehicle 
mile travelled and g of pollutant per unit of 
fuel consumed) should be combined with the un
certainties in activities to produce net uncertain
ties in emissions. Finally, sensitivity studies 
should be carried out with urban diffusion models 
to assess the effect of these levels of uncertain
ties in source emissions on predicted concentra
tions. 

3.6 INITIAL AND ROUNDARY CONDITIONS 

~!any of the problems with the speci
fication of model parameters can be illus trated, 
in some detail, by the establishment of initial 
and boundary conditions. The ADE requires both 
initial and boundary conditions to complete the 
description of the system. A value for each 
pollutant species must be specified at each grid 
point initially and along the lateral boundaries 
at each time step . 

When considering initial and boundary 
values it is necessary to determine: 

1. ~~at conditions are required? 
2. How should these boundary and initial 

conditions be established and treated 
numerically? 

3 . What is the influence of inevitable 
uncertainties in the boundary and initial 
data of the model results? 

The measured concentration data from 
which initial concentrations are to be specified 

·- -,CI...,.....-----.,,--
•~ /) .. ., <)} ~ ;-~ ••. ~·-" 

> 
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Figure 2. Map of South Coast Air Basin and surrounding area . SCAfl is enclosed by solid line . Area 
studied by Goodin (1975) is enc l osed by dotted line . 
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are usually sparse, irregularly spaced , nnd gen
erally limited t o surface stations. For examplP, 
the South Coast Air Basin, which covers approxi
mately 15,000 square miles, has between twenty 
and forty measurinR stations (dependlng on the 
pollutant) . Therefore, in ordrr to obtain a 
representative concentration field, at least at 
the surface, for a given hour one must inter
polate the station values to grid loca tions. 

The South Coast Air Basin can be over
layed by a 100 x 50 grid of 2 x 2 mile squares 
(Fig. 2). Since computer storage requirements 
limit the size of arrays which can be considered, 
we intend to solve the equations over one or more 
subsets of the 100 x 50 grid . Thus , if at each 
hour an interpolation is performed to obtain 
values at each grid point, initial and boundary 
conditions can be extracted for any desired sub
grid. 

Before proceeding with an analysis 
of interpolation procedures , the importance of 
the initial concentration field must be investi
gated. Do the initial concentrations become 
irrelevant after a certain number of hours? A 
study of this problem was made using the vertical
ly integrated CO model of Goodin (1975). The area 
considered was a 40 x 25 square subset of the 
100 x 50 grid (Fig. 2). The model was run for 
36 hour s with initial concentrations computed 
using a simple distance weighted interpolat ion 
scheme . The same solution procedure was then 
performed with zero initial concentrations. The 
results are displayed in Fig. 3. At each station 
the time history beginning at zero is always 
lower than that beginning at the more realistic 
initial v alue. However, at nearly all stations, 
the two solutions parallel each other after 
abou t six hours. LENX and LONR are slight excep
tions, since each station is within two miles of 
the ocean where the concentration remains zero 
throughout the simulation due to the lack of 
sources. One would expect the concentrations at 
the se stations to remain low. 

One can conclude on the basis of 
these r esults that after about six hours the 
initial concentrations are no longer important 
in determining CO concentrations . The initial 
concentration for a photochemical pollutant may 
have a different relaxation time since the pollu
tant is non-conservative. The relaxation time 
may a l so be a function of time of day due t o the 
influenc~ of solar radiation. 

Since the initial concentrations are 
relatively important, at least for CO, some care 
must be taken in producing a concentration surface 
from ~easured data. There are a number of tech
niques for interpolat ing irregularly spaced data 
to grid locations. The concentration value at a 
grid point can be determined from a weighted 
funct ion of the values at nearby stations. 

The weighting function , Wk(r)~ may~ for example, 
take the form 1/rn o r (R2- rl)/(Rl + r 2), where 
r is the distance between the grid point and the 
k-th station and R is a radius of influence within 
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which stations arc used in the calculation . 
Alternatively, one can fit a polynomial surface 
to the dat<t points in a least squares sense or 
fit the dat<~ using splines . Due to limited 
space, only Lhe re~ult~ of weighting procedures 
will be presented here; investigot-L ons of surface 
fitting is in progress. 

A test case was designed to study the 
relative merits of three weighting factors: 1/r , 
l/r2, (R2 - r2)/ (R2 + r2). A hemispherically 
s haped surf<tce centered at (50,25) was placed over 
the 100 x 50 grid. The height of the surface was 
computed at each of 34 oxidant measuring stations 
distributed across the basin (Fig. 4) . Each of the 
three weighting procedures was then used to com
pute the values at all 5000 grid points from the 
34 values . A radius of influence of 40 grid 
squares was usee. 

Figure 4 . Results of interpolation of 
hemispherical data (dotted lines) using 
l/r2 weighting procedur e (solid lines). 
Hemisphere height is 0.58 at center o f 
grid and 0.16 at corners (not all dotted 
contours are shown). 

None of the th~ee techniques was 
abl e to reproduce completely the hemispherical 
surf ace from which the 34 sampled values were 
taken. However, where the data were relatively 
c l osely spaced , t he l/r2 weighting performed 
best. None of the three techniques performed 
well in areas of sparse data. Fig. 5 shows a 
three-dimensional plot of the residual, R a 

(Zc - Zt)/Zt where Zc is the computed surface 
height resulting from the l/r2 weighting and Zt 
is the theoretical surface height. The largest 
errors are in the areas of little data, i.e. 
the regions nea r the boundary . This is due in 
part to the interpolation procedure as well as 
the surface being tested. The large flat area 
in the central portion of the grid indicates 
small errors. Table 4 presents a summary of the 
percent error at the grid point for the three 
techniques . 
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Figure 5. Three-dimensional
2
plot of residual 

surface resulting from 1/r weighting 
procedure. 

Since the polynomial and spline sur
face fitting procedures have not yet been examin
ed, final conclusions cannot be drawn concerning 
the best scheme for producing a concentration 
surface from measured data. However , on thebasis 
of the three schemes tes ted above, the l/r2 
weighting procedure yields the best fit to the 
idealized test d~ ta . 
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A major practical consideration when 
evaluating the model and its performance is the 
quality of the experimenta l and observational 
r esults. Systematic errors are deterministic by 
definition and in princ iple can be eliminated or 
compensated for if they are knmm. They may be 
constant, or a func tion of one or more of the 
system parameters. Constant errors manl(est 
thems elves as a bias in the data and are un
detectable except by independent measurements 
and physical system conslderatio~s . If the 
errors are not constant , they m3y be detected 
by testing the data for correlation with 
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suspected variables or parameters. 
of systematic errors that can arise 
tion and meteorological measurements 

Some examples 
in air pollu
are: 

1. Incorrect calibration . 
2. Cons truc tion defects or siting problems . 
J. Inadequate regard to constancy of 

experi~ental or test conditions . 
4. Failure to make necessary corrections. 

Random variations are of greatest concern in the 
statistical analysis of measurements and can be 
decomposed into two types, errors due to random
ness in the process , and variation due to random 
errors. Meteorological variables such as wind 
velocity, temperature , and pressure all fluctuate 
with time and space. 

5. CONCLUSION 

An understanding of the concepts of 
validity and accuracy is required for inter
pretation and proper qualification of the results 
of an atmospheric diffusion model. In this paper, 
we have suggested a number of numerical experi
ments that can be carried out to test the accuracy 
and validity of a model . Table 5 summarizes 
these results. 

Table ~ - ~uaerlcal EKpertoent& Requlud to To•t the Valldlty and 
Accuracy o f Air Pollution DUfualon Hodel• 

NuMrlcal EJCpar lMn t Col'rlents ------------------------------------Pe:rfon11 dlffu•lon axpado.nt in nueerlcal 
turbulanca fleld and co•pac@ data "" lth 
conventlonal alr poll..,tton Md•l• ustn1 
•ddy dlffusivltlu. 

Perfora dUfudon e•perlrt:\t for r~.l(:t lve: 

ap-.:t• • tn nu~rlca l turhule:n~• tle: ldtt onu:! 
co~art' data vi th conv,.nr ~onal alr pollut lon 
.odeta vlth v~r lous re:act1ve: closure a'Jdels. 

Perfom ur.slt l vlty anat yds o f .-odel tu 
v~trlatlon§ tn m.t@orolo; i (. Gl pnra~tera. 

Perfo r. '!'enl!lil t l v lt y analy•ls of 110de l to 
varlat l one ln lnlt lal , bo,.ndary. and source 
conc.t:ntratlont~. 
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